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Todays buildings are
tomorrows material bank
At Komproment, we have the fundamental
view that today’s materials are tomorrow’s
material bank. That through common
sense and the right designs, we help to
reduce the use of resources and create the
best solutions.
The desire to influence the industry and
our customers to make better choices
is important to us. We do this through
good communication, documentation,
and advice on good solutions. Propriety,
credibility, and good advices are important
to us. And it is through these things that we
want to build relationships with clients and
partners. We have respect for the individual
and we meet everyone at eye level as a

natural part of our DNA. We dare to use our
expert knowledge to speak our mind and
we believe that together with the client we
can make the right choice.
For us, the right choice is not to be right,
but to find the solution in partnerships
with customers and suppliers. Through
partnerships, we create innovative and
buildable solutions, which support our
desire to be a leader in innovation and
practice in buildable, sustainable solutions
for both roof and facade. Going to work
requires long hours. That‘s why we have
fun when we develop the roof and facade
systems of the future together, develop
new projects with partners, or just watch

a new project shoot up. It is important to us
that there is room for the individual to show
his or her passion and live out the desire to
win, but that you can also feel that there
is a person behind it when you choose a
solution from Komproment.
At Komproment, we want to deliver
total solutions with all that it entails in
products and services, and the goal is to
achieve a happy and satisfied customer
through strong project management and
communication. We are only as strong as
the customer‘s experience of Komproment.
That‘s why we also work with the concept of
FIRST IMPRESSIONS LAST.
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First
impressions
last
There are many things in life one can do over
and over again. Creating a first impression is not
one of those things. First impressions last - this
also goes for a building or a home.
Komproment delivers the external climate cover
for a building. Our environmentally aesthetic
roof- and facade solutions protect any building
against the elements.
Our combination of unique mounting systems
along with a wide range of natural materials
creates durable and beautiful roofs and facades.
The offered solutions are based on experience
as well as documentation and have been
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developed in cooperation with architects and
selected customers.
The work we do is based on sustainable
principles such as “design-for-disassembly” and
environmentally well documented “material
passports”.
When working internally with colleagues and
externally with our business partners, we strive
to be fair, solution-oriented and openminded
because
FIRST IMPRESSIONS LAST

We focus on
human relations
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Environmentally
aesthetic solutions in
sustainable materials
Ventilated facades protect and preserve
buildings against the elements. They do so
in a beautiful and environmentally friendly
way. Komproment offers a range of different
mounting systems adapted to the natural
materials which are a 100% inorganic.
Our products are based on sustainable
principles such as “design for disassembly”,
“cradle to cradle” and traceability.

We do so because our resources are
limited and valuable and because we take
responsibility for the world we live in.
Many of our systems offer the possibility of
integrating solar panels in the facade. Our
green DNA ensures the sustainable projects
of the future. For all projects delivered by
Komproment, a “material passport” is issued
and installed in the wall of the building.

This metal plate accurately documents
all materials used thus ensuring that the
materials can be taken down in the future
and be re-used. This considerably reduces
future waste and possibly ensures some of
the original value of the material.
No compromise! Especially not when it
comes to our environment!
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The buildings built today are
the material banks of the future
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The documented green DNA of materials
from Komproment ensures future sustainable projects. We work with natural materials of high quality.

Ceramics: Ceramic is essentially a product
made of inorganic material that is being
dried, pressed and fired. It has a long life
and a natural, aesthetic look.

Slate: Natural slate is a completely natural,
exclusive building material with an exceptional long life. Slate is a perfect material in
a rough climate offering good protection
against all kinds of weather as well as fire. A
roof or facade mounted with quality slate is
expected to last at least 80 years. The slate
is cut directly out of the mountain or the
rock and is split by hand with a hammer
and chisel. No further production process is
needed, thereby making it one of the most
environmentally friendly materials indeed.

Clay cladding: Clay cladding is manufactured from especially selected types of clay
and fired at up to 1200 degrees Celsius.
The surface then obtains a beautiful and
rustic surface. Clay cladding lasts several
generations.
Concrete cladding: We use 100% clean
natural materials such as sand, stone and
gravel. Concrete easily lasts 50 years.
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Natural slate
Zappa
The Zappa facade system with genuine
natural slate f rom Komproment is a product
range with special focus on sustainability,
low carbon footprint and design. The Zappa
Natural Slate system offers a robust natural
product with a long lifetime.
This is compatible with sustainable buil
ding certifications such as DGNB, Leed and
Breeam.
Sustainability is a key factor. The Zappa
system is designed for disassembly and all
facades are equipped with a physical material passport supplying master data on all
system components. This means that once
the house has outlived its useful life, the
materials can be taken down and recycled.
In addition, by choosing Zappa, few resources
are consumed. Zappa has a material
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consumption, measured in kilos, of about
only 25% compared to the resource consumption of a traditional masonry facade.
Slate is a natural and exclusive building
material with a timeless design. The Zappa
system of natural slate has several different
options when it comes to size, colour and
surface. The system offers many unique
design possibilities. A number of additional
advantages make the Zappa natural slate
system unique and economically attractive.
The advantages include: the possibility
of integrating solar cells into the facade,
simple and quick installation in all kinds of
weather, narrow/thin facade construction
and a minimum of maintenance. Komproment has much experience with more than
100.000 sqm delivered in Scandinavia.

Luplau & Poulsen Arkitekter / JCN Bolig

Zappa

Danielsen Arkitektur / Bonava

The Zappa mounting system has been developed focusing
on minimum material use and high mounting speed. The
system is made of 100% inorganic and sustainable building
materials according to the “Cradle-to-cradle” principles.

Mounting:
Zappa

Holscher Nordberg / Scandi Byg

Rustic

Plain

Autumn

Clouded Bay

Diamond Black

Green Hill
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Ceramics
The Komproment range of Ceramics consists
of more colours – here you see Zappa Ceramic
Mountain White with a light and positive
appearance.

ONV Arkitekter / Scandi Byg
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Zappa Ceramic
The Komproment Zappa facade system with visible
fixation is the Danish facade system with the shortest
mounting time.

Mountain White

Mounting:
Zappa Ceramic
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Clay shingles
Vidar
VIDAR Clay Shingles is a rustic facade system.
VIDAR clay shingles are produced from
Westerwald clay; some of the world‘s best
clay raw material. After the burning of VIDAR
clay shingles, a beautiful diversity of colours
is created in each individual shingle. VIDAR
comes in as many as 9 beautiful colours, all
of which have 2 different surface options.
The colours and surfaces provide a myriad of
different design options for your project.
VIDAR Clay Shingles is characterized by its
slim profile and light appearance with as
many as 42 shingles per sqm. A unique variation in the surface is achieved thanks to the
diversity of each tile.
Sustainable design principles are a matter
of course. The system is designed for disassembly and all facades are fitted with a
physical material passport supplying master
data on all system components. This means
that once a building has outlived itself, the
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materials can be dismantled and recycled.
Resource consumption is lower than for a
traditional masonry facade which usually also
means a lower carbon footprint.
The product range can be installed in all
kinds of weather on horizontal battens of
either wood or aluminum. The spacing of
the battens is variable, which gives great
freedom both in the design phase and when
the shingles are to be installed on site.
Vidar Clay Shingles are compatible with
sustainable building certifications such as
Leed, Breeam and DGNB as the system has
been developed with a focus on robustness,
design for disassembly, minimal maintenance and longevity.

5E entreprenør / Cobe Arkitekter

Environmentally
aesthetic solutions
designed to resist
any climate

Vidar Clay shingles
Vidar clay shingles are an economically interesting choice
for roof- and facade cladding. These tiles have a thickness
of just 14mm and they are delivered with a complete
mounting system.

Mounting: Vidar Clay
Shingles on aluminium
substructure

Mounting: Vidar Clay
Shingles on wooden
substructure

Chelsea
Rustic

Aarhus Yellow
Rustic

Faro
Smooth

Aarhus Grey
Rustic

Oslo
Smooth

Aarhus Grey Dark
Rustic

Manchester
Rustic

Westerwall
Rustic

Aarhus Silky Black
Rustic

White Arkitekter
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Clay cladding
Colosseum Nordic

Colosseum Nordic is a tile well suited for a
potentially rough climate. It is made from
the popular genuine Italian terracotta clay.
The surface has a great texture and a rich
variation of colours. The beautiful texture
of the surface is initially created for Nordic
architecture and the colours are chosen with
inspiration from Scandinavia.

sembly, and all facades are equipped with a
physical material passport providing master
data on all system components. This means
that once a building has outlived itself, the
materials can be dismantled and recycled.
Resource consumption is lower than for a
traditional masonry facade, which usually
also means a lower carbon footprint.

Like traditional masonry, these tiles have a
very long life, the material is very robust and
there is no ongoing maintenance. Colosseum
Nordic can be used to great effect on roofs
and facades, emphasizing the architectural
design expression. The Colosseum series is
characterized by its slim profile and light
appearance.

This product range can be installed in all
kinds of weather on horizontal battens of
either wood or aluminum. The spacing of
the battens is variable, which gives great
freedom both in the design phase and when
the tiles are installed on site.

Sustainable design principles are a matter
of course. The system is designed for disas-
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Colosseum Nordic is compatible with
sustainable building certifications such as
Leed, Breeam and DGNB as the system has
been developed with a focus on robustness,

design for disassembly, minimal maintenance and longevity. In addition, the tiles
have a product-specific Environmental
Product Declaration (EPD) which documents
the environmental characteristics of the
product.
Having delivered a total of more than 50,000
sqm in Scandinavia, Komproment has much
experience with Colosseum Nordic.

Vandkunsten Arkitekter / Bonava Danmark

Colosseum Nordic
Colosseum Nordic tile is shaped as an “L-profile”.
Colosseum is used when buildings should have a lighter,
slimmer expression than our Pantheon profile.

Mounting: Colosseum
Nordic on aluminium
substructure

Mounting: Colosseum
Nordic on wooden
substructure

Nordic Red

Peat Black

Terracotta Red

Cloudy Grey

Beach Yellow

Concrete Grey

Brazilian Brown
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Clay cladding
Colosseum Earth
Colosseum Earth is another innovative range
of ventilated facade systems, created with
a focus on function and aesthetics. This
cladding meets the eye with texture and
interesting colours. Colosseum Earth appears
as an organic material and is beautiful when
mounted on even very large surfaces, thanks
to the diversity of each individual piece of tile.

building has outlived its useful life, the materials can be dismantled and recycled.

Colosseum Earth is available in 9 natural
colours with a rustic finish that gives a
modern look to buildings and urban spaces.
The Colosseum range is characterized by its
slim profile and light appearance. This brings
out the lines of a building.

Colosseum Earth is compatible with sustainable building certifications such as Leed,
Breeam and DGNB as the system has been
developed with a focus on robustness, design
for disassembly, minimal maintenance and
longevity. In addition, this cladding has an
Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
which documents the environmental performance of the product.

The Colosseum Earth series offers a
resource-efficient facade. This facade
system has a significantly lower material
consumption, measured in kilograms, than
a traditional masonry facade. The system is
designed for disassembly and all facades are
supplied with a physical material passport
describing the master data on all system
components. This means that once a

The product range can be installed in all
kinds of weather using the innovative screwless system supplied by Komproment. The
elements are quickly and easily mounted on
the supplied aluminum battens.

JCN Bolig / Rubow Arkitekter
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Colosseum and Temple Earth
Colosseum Earth tile is shaped as an “L-profile”. This is a
preferred material when the building should have a light
expression and a slimmer look than the Pantheon profile.

Black

Blue

Brown

Dark Grey

Dark Red

Grey

Nordic Red

White

Yellow

Mounting:
Colosseum Earth

Mounting: Tempel
Earth on wooden
substructure

Mounting: Tempel
Earth on aluminium
substructure
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Clay cladding
Pantheon Nordic

Effekt Arkitekter / RHB development

Pantheon Nordic is a series of tiles initially
created for Northern climate and Northern
architecture. The tile, produced in Italy from
genuine Italian terracotta clay, has texture
and a rich variation of colours with a slightly
rustic look. Pantheon Nordic appears as a
truly organic material and can be mounted
even on very large surfaces, thanks to the
diversity of each piece of tile.
The Pantheon Nordic tiles come in 7 beautiful Scandinavian inspired colours, offering
several unique design options. The Pantheon
range is characterized by its striking appearance and great shading effect, which accentuates the lines of any building.
The Pantheon Nordic series is more resource
efficient than a traditional brick facade. The
system is designed for disassembly and all
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facades are equipped with a physical material passport providing master data on all
system components. This means that once
the house has outlived its useful life, the
materials can be dismantled and recycled.
The product range can be installed in all
kinds of weather on horizontal battens of
either wood or aluminum. The spacing of
the battens is variable, which gives great
freedom both in the design phase and
when the bricks are installed on site. The
product series has high robustness and low
maintenance whether mounted on facade,
on roof or both.
Pantheon Nordic is compatible with
sustainable building certifications such as
Leed, Breeam and DGNB as the system has
been developed with a focus on robustness,

design for disassembly, minimal maintenance and long life.
In addition, Pantheon Nordic has a product-specific Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) which documents the environmental characteristics of the product.
Komproment has much experience with
this product, having delivered a total of
more than 50,000 sqm in Scandinavia.

Pantheon Nordic

Todays buildings
are tomorrows
material bank

The Pantheon Nordic tile is shaped as a “U-profile”, which
creates a very visible shadow effect and a rustic look.

Mounting: Pantheon
Nordic on aluminium
substructure

Mounting: Pantheon
Nordic on aluminium
substructure

Nordic Red

Terracotta Red

Brazilian Brown

Beach Yellow

Cloudy Gray

Concrete Gray

Peat Black
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Clay cladding
Pantheon Earth
Pantheon Earth is an innovative range of
ventilated facade systems, created with a
focus on function and aesthetics. This cladding has an interesting texture and a rich
variation of colours. Pantheon Earth appears
as an organic material and can be mounted
on even very large surfaces, thanks to the
diversity of each individual piece.
The facade elements are available in 9
natural colours with a rustic surface that
gives a modern look to buildings and urban
spaces. The Pantheon range is characterized by its striking appearance and great
shading effect, which accentuates the lines
of a building.
Pantheon Earth is a resource-efficient
facade system. It has a significantly lower
material consumption, measured in kilograms, than a traditional masonry facade.
The system is designed for disassembly and
all facades are fitted with a physical material passport providing master data on all
system components. This means that once
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a building has outlived its useful life, the
materials can be dismantled and recycled.
The product range can be installed in all
seasons using the innovative screwless
system on which the elements are quickly
and easily hung on the supplied aluminum
slides. The mounting system is supplied by
Komproment.
Pantheon Earth is compatible with sustainable building certifications such as Leed,
Breeam and DGNB as the system has been
developed with a focus on robustness,
design for disassembly, minimal maintenance and longevity. In addition, the facade
elements have an Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD) which documents the
environmental performance of the product.

Aarstiderne Arkitekter / Gustav Hansen

Pantheon and Arena Earth
Pantheon Earth is a tile shaped as a “U-profile”, which
gives the facade a significant expression with visible
shadow effect.

Black

Blue

Brown

Dark Grey

Dark Red

Grey

Nordic Red

White

Yellow

Mounting:
Pantheon Earth

Mounting: Arena
Earth on aluminium
substructure

Mounting: Arena
Earth on wooden
substructure
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Concrete Cover
Concrete Cover is a facade system with
Danish-produced concrete facade elements.
This facade product is made of coloured
concrete and are produced from natural
materials, such as sand, gravel and water.
The Concrete Cover series is available in 4
attractive colours, which give a simple and
minimalist expression that is desirable for
both commercial and residential buildings.
Concrete Cover is available for installation
in a unique screwless system supplied by
Komproment. In this system, the concrete
element is quickly and easily mounted on
the supplied aluminum battens. In addition, Concrete Cover is also an ideal choice
when screwed onto wooden or aluminum
battens. Common to both installation
methods is that the systems are designed
for disassembly, and the facades are fitted
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with a physical material pass providing
master data on the system‘s components.
This means that once the house has
outlived its useful life, the materials can be
dismantled and reused.
Concrete Cover is compatible with sustainable building certifications such as Leed,
Breeam and DGNB, as the system has been
developed with a focus on robustness,
design for disassembly, minimal maintenance and longevity. In addition, the
Concrete Cover concrete elements have
an Environmental Product Declaration
(EPD) which documents the environmental
performance of the product.

Concrete Cover

The only Nordic
ventilated concrete facade
Grey

Anthracite

Brown

Mounting: Hidden
screw fixing on
aluminium

Mounting: Hidden
screw fixing on wood

Rosa

Mounting:
System

SKALA Arkitekter / STB BYG A/S
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Roof and facade in just
one and the same material
A building becomes unique when
choosing roof and facade in one material.
Environmentally and aesthetically, this
innovative product design creates a first
impression that will truly last. The following
26

Komproment systems can be delivered for
both roof and facade: Vidar · Concrete Cover
· Colosseum Nordic · Colosseum Earth ·
Pantheon Nordic · Pantheon Earth

Create a uniform and
unique architectural
expression when merging
roof and facade

Kornets Hus. Reiulf Ramstad Arkitekter / Trigon
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No compromise when it
comes to environment
or aesthetics

Kant Arkitekter / Georg Berg
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Solar panels
integrated in
a facade
Solar panels offer a sustainable method to
produce own electricity. The panels can be
integrated as a natural and beautiful part of
a facade.

Based on 20 years of experience in this field,
we analyze your specific needs and can help
you set up an interesting and safe business
case.

The solar panels from Komproment have
been developed exclusively in cooperation
with the leading producers worldwide of
panels. They are mounted as simple “plug
and play” units.

Solar panels as design elements can be
mounted in the following Komproment
facade systems:

The solar panels can be produced in
desirable and adapted colour variations. The
glass can be produced in either a reflecting
version or with an anonymous matt finish.

·
·
·
·

Zappa
Vidar
Colosseum Earth
Concrete Cover
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Komproment
Complete solutions
for facades
We take responsibility for all parts of the
delivery: Material, mounting and fixation
system.
Komproment will guide you and offer to
help you through all aspects of the process:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·	Drawings and details for mounting and
back system
· List of certified Komproment installers
· Start-up meeting with chosen installers
First impressions last – as do our facades!

Technical advice
Description of project
Drawings and details
Price estimates
Static calculations on construction
Static calculations on fixation
Calculation of U-values

Fixation system
Mounting system
Material
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Product overview
System

Solar
panels

Slate

Zappa

×

Ceramics

Zappa

Concrete

Concrete
Cover

Material

Colors

Roof and facade
in one

EPD

×
×

×

×

×

×

×

×

Clay

Colosseum
Nordic

Clay

Colosseum and
Temple Earth

Clay

Pantheon
Nordic

×

×

Clay

Pantheon and
Arena Earth

×

×

Clay

Vidar

×

×

×

×
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komproment.com

